SOFTWARE BROCHURE

Enduro Controller Application
"The most extensive, robust, and versatile test software for solid state storage devices"
Enduro, the fourth generation OakGate controller
application, is an extensive, robust, and versatile
application for testing storage devices under
test (DUTs), such as NVMe, SAS, and SATA SSDs.
Enduro runs on top of the Storage Validation
Framework Pro (SVF Pro) engine, the industry's
most advanced storage testing software.
Like its third generation precusor, Enduro allows
users to configure and control the functionality
of the OakGate appliances. This functionality
includes:
•

Discovering and connecting to appliances

•

Configuring appliances

•

Configuring traﬃc parameters

•

Configuring/using peripheral devices

•

Starting/running/stopping I/O traﬃc

•

Automating tests

•

Running and creating directed tests

•

Using the analyzer to identify errors

•

Troubleshooting common errors

The Enduro application is installed on a Windows
PC, Mac, or Linux-based system, separate from the
appliance. Enduro directs the appliance over the
Internet or within a private network using TCP/IP,
which allows remote access for testing, as well as
multiple sessions to be established.

NEW FEATURES
The Enduro controller application includes several
multi-faceted improvements over its predecessor,
including:
•

#1 − Powerful Windowing System

•

#2 − Expanded SVF Pro Features

•

#3 − Upgraded Usability

•

#4 − Integrated Help System

•

#5 − Enhanced Graphing and Logging

•

#6 − Fresh New Look

#1 − Powerful Windowing System
Any tool window can be separated on any comptuer
screen. Some tools, such as the Analyzer and the
Exerciser can have multiple instances running
simultaneously.

#2 − Expanded SVF Pro Features
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•

100% backwards compatible with existing
scripts and automation

•

Re-architected from the ground up for scalability
and stability

•

Support for SR-IOV (NVMe Virtualization)

•

Scatter/Gather List (SGL) enhancements

•

Power management and PERST enhancements
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#3 − Upgraded Usability
Enduro displays an amber circle indicator when a
setting is modified, and allows the user to easily
restore a setting or a setting group to its defaults.

Enduro equips the user to search for configuration
and exerciser setting names, instead of clicking
through setting categories for forgotten names.

#4 − Integrated Help System

#5 − Enhanced Graphing and Logging

Enduro provides a built-in user manual, as well
as "View Help" links, which open the settings'
corresponding description in the manual.

Enduro incorporates aggregated event logs and
enhanced performance graph plotting options,
such as diﬀerent left and right y-axis.

#6 − Fresh New Look
Enduro delivers a clean, intuitive, and consistent look and feel throughout the entire application.
Also, with one click, users can switch between a light or dark mode themed display.
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